Origin and differentiation of ionocytes in gill epithelium of teleost fish.
This paper focuses on the environmental cues that transform the gills of euryhaline teleost fish from an oxygen exchange structure into a bifunctional organ that can control both gaseous movement and water/ion transport. The cellular development that allows this structure to accomplish these tasks begins shortly after fertilization of the egg. It involves alterations of structure and function of embryonic cells [ionoblasts (IB)] that are shed from the pharyngeal anlage area of the embryo. These IB contain unique protein-receptor domains in the plasma membrane. These receptors respond specifically to the environmental cues effecting a calcium-binding protein receptor [calcium-sensing receptor (CaSR)]. The CaSR containing IB act as stem cells and are acted upon by isotocin, a heteroprotein regulator which induces them to form progenitor ionocytes (pIC). The pIC form two types of cells. The first type becomes an aquaphilic ionocyte which regulates uptake of ions and through aquaporin molecules transports water out of the cell and controls body fluids of the fish. This mechanism is essential for freshwater living. The second type becomes a halophilic ionocyte and transports ions out of the cell and controls cell shrinkage by uptake of water via aquaporin molecules. This mechanism is essential for seawater living. These differentiating events in the pIC are controlled by the cross talking of genomic mechanisms found in the precursor IB. To unravel the cross talking events it is necessary to uncover how these genetic pathways are regulated by transcriptional and translational events coming from complementary DNA. Various gene families are involved such as those found in apoptosis mechanisms, regulatory volume regulators and ionic transport systems (cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator).